excellently suited to study structure and function of cells and networks within their native environment. For details on principles of 2PLSM and recent applications, see Refs. 11, 19, 54, 66 .
Here, we focus on in vivo two-photon imaging as an emerging technique to reveal activity patterns in local networks of the mammalian brain. Novel methods to stain populations of cells with activity-dependent fluorescent markers, in particular calcium-sensitive indicators (17, 18, 33, 34, 51) , have opened the door for comprehensive studies of the functional organization of microcircuits. We first introduce the basics of population calcium imaging, including labeling and fluorescence read-out methods.
Calcium Indicator Labeling
Two-photon imaging relies on fluorescence excitation and, in general, necessitates staining of cells with fluorescent dyes. Various staining methods have been developed for in vivo calcium measurements. Single cells can be filled with membraneimpermeable calcium indicators via intracellular recording electrodes (22, 53) or by single-cell electroporation (34) . In addition, several methods are available for labeling of cell populations. Injection of dextran-conjugated forms of organic calcium indicators (e.g., calcium green-1 dextran) into axonal pathways leads to local dye uptake with subsequent anterograde and retrograde transport over hours and days (13, 39) (FIGURE 1A ). In the mammalian brain, this method has been applied to measure calcium In the nervous system, all sensations and behaviors are encoded in dynamic patterns of activity in cellular networks. Through a sequence of neural networks, sensory information is transmitted to higher, associative brain areas. Following integration in these areas, specific activity patterns are eventually formed in the relevant motoneuron pools to produce adequate behavior. In this chain of events, key processing steps are thought to occur on the level of local microcircuits that contain on the order of 1,000-10,000 cells. These local circuits form highly connected threedimensional networks that, other than the projection neurons, typically contain various inhibitory and excitatory interneuron types. In addition, neuronal networks form dense meshworks with the surrounding glial cells.
Despite the fundamental importance of microcircuits, their operating principles remain enigmatic. How local networks process incoming signals and integrate them with ongoing brain activity is poorly understood. The reason is that experimental tools to record from large sets of neurons in the living brain (in vivo) are still limited. Although multi-electrode extracellular recordings enable simultaneous recordings from hundreds of neurons in behaving animals (6), such recordings sample from widely distributed cell populations with poorly defined cell types and spatial relationships. As an alternative and complimentary technique, two-photon laser scanning microscopy (2PLSM) (7) enables high-resolution functional imaging in living animals. Providing a depth penetration of several hundred microns in intact tissue, 2PLSM is signals in afferent axonal terminals in vivo (29, 61) and in retrogradely labeled neuronal populations in spinal cord and retina in vitro (38, 63) .
Groups of 10-100 neurons can be loaded in vivo by using either targeted electroporation (34) or local electroporation, as recently demonstrated for mouse neocortex, olfactory bulb, and cerebellum (33) (FIGURE 1B). In the latter case, a micropipette containing a high concentration of calcium indicator in salt-form or as dextran-conjugate is inserted into the target area but is not particularly aimed at a specific cell. Mild electrical pulses are applied through the micropipette, causing transient membrane disruptions in nearby neuronal dendrites and dye uptake. Following many repetitions, dye has accumulated intracellularly and diffused throughout the affected cells. An advantage of the resulting sparse labeling is that subcellular calcium signals can be resolved in dendrites and synaptic structures because of the low background staining (33) .
Large-scale in vivo staining of entire cell populations can be achieved using membrane-permeable acetoxymethyl (AM) ester forms of calcium indicators (60) (FIGURE 1C). Following diffusion through the cell membrane, the ester groups are cleaved by cytosolic esterases so that the dye molecules, now membrane impermeable, are trapped inside the cells. AM ester loading has been long applied in cell cultures and in brain slices. Successful in vivo loading eventually was achieved by bolus injection of the AM ester dye into the brain (51) . This "multi-cell bolus loading" (MCBL) technique at present is the most commonly used in vivo network labeling approach and has been applied to a number of brain areas in various animal species (5, 26, 36, 40, 52) . A detailed protocol for MCBL can be found in Ref. 12 . An alternative to "traditional" organic dyes are genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) (for reviews, see Refs. 10, 27, 28, 31) . GECIs are calcium-sensitive fluorescent proteins that can be expressed in subsets of cells in transgenic animals using specific promoters (8, 17, 18) (FIGURE 1D). Although traditional high-affinity calcium indicators still are superior to GECIs in some respects (42) , the sensitivity of GECIs is continually improving. Meanwhile, somatic calcium signals evoked by only a few action potentials (APs), as well as dendritic calcium signals, can be detected in vivo (18) .
To understand the function of a neural circuit, one would like to discriminate its sub-network components. To this end, counterstaining of specific cell types has proven helpful, especially in bulk loaded tissue where markers need not be calcium sensitive (FIGURE 1E). In rodents, cortical astrocytes are identified with the red fluorescent dye sulforhodamine 101 (37) . In addition, transgenic mice with fluorescent protein expression in specific neuronal subsets, e.g., in GABAergic interneurons (57) , allow separation of functional signals into different neuronal subtypes (50) . For the future, we can expect transgenic animals with colourful co-expression of different GECIs in the various cellular sub-networks.
Network Scanning Approaches
The new options for in vivo population labeling pose a challenge for 2PLSM in terms of reading out network dynamics. Simultaneous sampling of neuronal calcium signals (typically 0.5-1 s long) in hundreds of cells with sufficient temporal resolution is not trivial. In the standard imaging mode, the laser focus is scanned within one focal plane in a raster-like fashion (FIGURE 2A). In this raster mode, the data acquisition rate (for the individual cells) is determined by the rate at which the entire scan pattern is repeated. Consequently, imaging of large fields is slow. Moreover, the choice of cells is somewhat random, and not all cells can be optimally in focus. More flexibility is achieved by rotation of the image plane using focusing devices appropriate for rapid z-scanning (14, 35) , for example piezo-electric focusing elements that can drive microscope objective movements at rates of 10 Hz and more (FIGURE 2B).
Entirely new scanning approaches are required for fast network measurements in 3D space, taking into account the 3D structure of neural circuits. The simplest option is 2D raster scanning while continuously moving the objective (FIGURE 2C) (16) .
Acquisition rates in this mode typically are limited to <1 Hz, and valuable scan time is wasted on background structures. Fast scanning systems using resonant scanners or acoustooptical devices (AODs) could further increase 3D acquisition rates.
More easily, rapid scanning in 3D (with rates of 10 Hz and higher) is achieved with non-raster-like scan patterns (FIGURE 2, D-F). For instance, a closed scan trajectory in 3D space can be generated by applying appropriate signals to the xy-scan mirrors while rapidly scanning along the optical axis with a piezo-electric focusing element (15) . Such a 3D line scan can be defined by analytical functions, but it can also be trimmed to include specific user-defined points of interest such as cell bodies (FIGURE 2E). As we recently could demonstrate for neocortical networks in vivo, calcium rescence signals. Various signal components may be present, especially in the case of MCBL where not only cell bodies are stained but also neuropil structures including axonal, dendritic, and glial processes (FIGURE 3, A AND B) . Distinct calcium signals are observed in the various tissue compartments as we illustrate here using simulated artificial data.
Neuronal signals
Due to the presence of voltagegated calcium channels in neuronal membranes, each AP causes a brief (around 1 ms) calcium influx (3). The resulting transient elevations of the intracellular calcium concentration above resting level (so-called "calcium transients", ⌬[Ca]) typically display a sharp rise followed by an exponential decay with a time constant of around 0.5-1 s for neuronal somata (FIGURE 3C). So far, AP-evoked calcium transients are the predominant signals observed in vivo, although subthreshold neuronal activation may also lead to either highly localized or more widespread calcium signals (30, 45) . Here, we presume AP-evoked calcium influx as the only source so that population spiking activity can be signals can be sampled from hundreds of cells with nearly 100% of cells "hit" in tissue cubes of 0.25-mm side length (15) .
Finally, novel ways to deflect the laser beam discontinuously promise to enable 3D random-access scanning, which effectively means to "jump" from cell to cell (FIGURE 2F). Possible implementations are AODbased random-access scanning in 2D (24, 47) combined with fast z-scanning (15, 16, 35) , special arrangements of multiple AODs for inertia-free scanning in 3D (44), or laser illumination through optical fibers with their tips suitably positioned to direct the laser focus to pre-defined locations (46) . Assuming point-to-point transition times of around 10 s, one can imagine 3D measurements from 1,000 cells with 100-Hz resolution. Taken together, all these developments greatly extend the possibilities for in vivo optical recordings of the functional organization of neural circuits.
Calcium Signaling in Various Cellular Structures
We now take a closer look at the origin, analysis, and optimization of fluoindirectly inferred from the somatic calcium signals (26, 49, 51, 64 ) (see also below). Using this approach, the microanatomical organization of sensory-evoked population responses has been mapped, for example, in the primary visual cortex of rodents and cats (32, 40, 41, 50) , in rodent barrel cortex (25, 48) , and in zebrafish olfactory bulb and optic tectum (36, 64, 65) . With a high-affinity indicator such as Oregon Green BAPTA-1, even single APs can be optically detected (26) .
Calcium signaling in glial networks
Glia cells are electrically mostly silent and, therefore, difficult to investigate in vivo by electrophysiological means. All the more in vivo imaging of calcium signalling in glial cells has gained particular interest during recent years, e.g., to clarify the function of astrocytes in local neocortical networks (59) . Astrocytic calcium signals have a much slower, wave-like time course (23, 37) (FIGURE 3C). They are linked to the regulation of cerebral blood flow (56) and show altered properties in models of epilepsy (58) and Alzheimer's disease (55) . Finally, sensory-evoked astrocytic calcium signals (62) suggest participation of the astrocytic network in local network processing.
Neuropil calcium signals
In several studies employing MCBL, calcium signals have been observed in the diffusely stained neuropil, both during spontaneous activity and in response to sensory stimulation (26, 40, 41, 48, 50) . The neuropil signal represents an average signal from many densely packed cellular processes, and spontaneous signals were found to strongly correlate with the electrocorticogram, thus providing an "optical encephalogram" (OEG) (26) . Because neuropil calcium signals are not affected in amplitude by locally blocking synaptic transmission and since dendrites contribute little (26) , neuropil signals most likely originate primarily from calcium influx into presynaptic boutons and adjacent axonal segments. Hence, they reflect afferent synaptic input, which makes it possible to study input-output relationships of local circuits in a purely optical manner (26) .
In general, the calcium signals in the various cellular structures translate into noisy fluorescence measurements (FIGURE 3D). In addition, some mixing of fluorescence signals between structures may occur in the microscope, as will be discussed further below. Noise in the best case is limited by shot noise, which is due to the statistical fluctuations in the detected photon counts. Additional noise sources include signal detection electronics and tissue movements. Noise is most confounding for the detection of small calcium transients like those that occur during spiking activity in neuronal somata. We therefore consider this case in more detail.
Optical Detection of Neuronal Spikes
Assuming APs as the only trigger of calcium influx, spike patterns are directly reflected in the trains of calcium transients. Mathematically speaking, each fluorescence trace is the convolution of the spike train with the single AP-evoked calcium transient plus added noise (FIGURE 4A). The challenge is to reconstruct spike patterns from the noisy traces, which can be done, for example, by using template-matching routines (26, 50) , by calculating the first derivative of the fluorescence signals and threshold application (43, 49) , or with deconvolution methods (64) . Note that the temporal resolution will be limited by the acquisition rate of the network scanning approach. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of fluorescence signals will be a decisive factor for the accuracy of the reconstruction. Here, some basic considerations may help to optimize signal conditions.
Single AP-evoked calcium transients depend on a number of factors and may differ for different cell types. For example, although single AP-evoked calcium transients can be resolved in pyramidal cells (26) , it is not clear whether they are detectable in fast-spiking interneurons in vivo. The amplitude ⌬ [Ca] depends on the amount of calcium entry per AP, which is determined by channel expression and AP width, whereas the time constant depends on the calcium extrusion mechanisms present. Both amplitude and time course are also affected by the calcium indicator. Because the dye acts as an additional calcium buffer, calcium transients are reduced and prolonged with increasing dye concentration. The magnitude of this effect depends on the relative amounts of the calcium buffering capacity of the indicator dye ( dye ) and the calcium buffering capacity of endogenous calcium-binding proteins ( S ) (21) . Buffering capacity is here defined as the ratio of the change in bufferbound calcium and the change in 
FIGURE 3. Signal components in bulk-loaded neocortical network
A: schematic of cellular structures labeled with MCBL. Other than cell bodies of neurons (green) and SR101-counterstained astrocytes (orange), cellular processes are stained in the neuropil, which includes dendrites as well as axons with presynaptic boutons. B: regions-of-interest (ROIs) selected from three neurons (blue), two astrocytes (red), and the neuropil (black). C: illustration of typical calcium signals in the various cellular structures using artificially generated data. Neuronal calcium transients reflect underlying spiking activity (top), whereas astrocytes show calcium waves on a longer time scale (middle). In the neuropil, fluctuations of the mean calcium signal are observed, which during anaesthesia are linked to cortical up and down states (bottom). All structures show spontaneous activity in vivo and may respond to sensory stimulation. D: calcium signals translate into fluorescence signals, which typically are expressed as relative fluorescence changes ⌬F/F. In practice, fluorescence measurements are noisy, which was simulated here by adding gaussian-shaped noise. Moreover, signals may be contaminated slightly by neighboring structures.
"Distinct calcium signals are observed in the various tissue compartments."
nals? Here, SNR is defined as the ratio of the absolute fluorescence change ⌬F and the standard deviation of the baseline fluorescence signal F (FIGURE 4B). In the shot-noise limited case, F equals the square root of the average fluorescence value F, which increases in proportion to the dye concentration (which itself in first approximation is proportional to dye ). With increasing dye concentration, however, the AP-evoked fluorescence change ⌬F follows a saturating function simply because the dye cannot capture more calcium ions than have entered the cell. As a result, the noise level in the ⌬F/F traces decreases with dye concentration but also so does free calcium following calcium influx.
In mathematical terms
Here, we assumed that ⌬[Ca] is proportional to the relative fluorescence change ⌬F/F, which holds true for small calcium elevations far from dye saturation. Note that ⌬F/F further depends on the baseline fluorescence and dynamic range of the indicator type. This discussion leads us to the question: Which dye concentration provides the highest SNR for the measurement of somatic calcium sigthe amplitude of the AP-evoked ⌬F/F change (FIGURE 4B). It follows and for the SNR under shot-noise limited conditions This dependence of SNR on the calcium indicator concentration is shown in FIGURE 4C . Because of the two opposing effects of reduced noise but larger buffering at higher dye concentration, the curve shows a maximum. The position of the maximum max can be found from the first derivative as (3) where the simplification is justified because typical values of S for cortical pyramidal neurons are 100-150 (21) . Hence, the optimal dye concentration is reached when the added calcium buffering capacity equals the endogenous one, a situation termed "balanced loading." For detection of single APs, high-affinity indicators such as Oregon-Green BAPTA-1 (K D = 0.2-0.3 M) are required (which, however, might saturate during trains of APs). For such indicators S values of 100-150 for pyramidal neurons correspond to an optimal dye concentration in the range of 25-50 M. This estimate is close to the estimates for MCBL (20 M) (51), local electroporation (20 M) (33), and targeted electroporation (50-250 M) (34). Note, however, that other cell types, e.g., GABAergic interneurons, may have different requirements because they typically possess a higher endogenous calcium buffering capacity. It is thus worth keeping the simple rule of "balanced loading" in mind and to vary the type of indicator, pipette dye concentration, loading times, or GECI expression levels to optimize the SNR for reconstruction of neuronal spiking activity. 
⌬[Ca]␣ ␣
and
Contamination of Somatic Signals by Neuropil
Another problem one should be aware of, in particular when using MCBL, is that neuropil calcium signals possibly contaminate somatic signals, in the worst case indicating a neuronal spike where none occurred (FIGURE 3D). Although this problem can be reduced by carefully selecting ROIs and restricting the analysis to well focused neurons (25, 50) , there is a fundamental aspect to it that relates to the image-formation process in the microscope. Despite "optical sectioning" in 2PLSM, mixing of fluorescence signals can still occur as illustrated in FIGURE 5. In a simple model of bolus-stained neocortical tissue, we simulated a cell body by a bright sphere embedded in a "sea" of relatively high neuropil background fluorescence (FIGURE 5A). The microscope image of any object is given by the spatial convolution of the object with a characteristic function called the "point spread function" (PSF), which critically depends on the numerical aperture (NA) of the microscope objective. For a two-photon microscope, the two-photon PSF (2P-PSF) is given as the square of the PSF for one-photon excitation (19, 66) . To determine the relative contribution of background fluorescence to the cell body signal, we simulated the two-photon images of neuropil and cell body separately by convolving these objects with a theoretical 2P-PSF (19) . Remarkably, cross-sectional profiles through the resulting image demonstrate a clear contribution of the neuropil fluorescence to the signal detected within the simulated cell body (FIGURE 5, B AND D) . The profiles indicate a strong contamination of the somatic signal at low NAs; but also for relatively high NAs, blurred neuropil fluorescence contributes to the signal at the soma center, where background fluorescence should be lowest. Hence, contamination cannot be neglected, especially since the effectively used NA typically is lower than the NA specified by the manufacturer [which assumes a plane wavefront fill- ing the entire objective's back-aperture, whereas for in vivo two-photon microscopy the beam profile is Gaussian shaped, and the back-aperture often is under-filled to maximize transmission of excitation light (19) ]. Although the problem of contamination cannot be fully overcome, one should therefore aim for an illumination NA as high as possible (trading off against power loss). A good way to verify little contamination is to search for bright neurons that show no somatic signals despite large signals in the surrounding neuropil.
Outlook
In summary, in vivo calcium imaging of network activity creates new opportunities to study the functional architecture of neuronal and glial circuits in the living brain. Further advances in labeling and read-out methods can be expected, especially for fast 3D measurements from large populations. Improved GECIs will facilitate functional measurements from specific sub-networks, and new laser scanning approaches will push current speed limits. Further optimization of fluorescence signals and application of sophisticated signal analysis tools promise reliable single spike detection from large numbers of neurons in 3D. This will allow examination of correlations among individual cells and identification of functionally linked sub-networks that encode specific stimulus features. Moreover, from the reconstructed spiking activity, one can reveal the temporal evolution of the 3D network state, e.g., following sensory stimulation, using advanced analysis tools such as principal component analysis (4) . Although most experiments at present are carried out in anesthetized animals, several approaches for imaging in awake behaving animals have been devised that ultimately aim at directly correlating neuronal network dynamics with behavior (1, 9, 20) . Finally, through expression of light-activated channel proteins, it might become possible in the future to not only read-out but also control neuronal networks in vivo (2) .
